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The requirement of peptidoglycan synthesis for growth complicates the
analysis of interactions between proteins involved in this pathway. In
particular, the latter steps that involve membrane-linked substrates have
proven largely recalcitrant to in vivo analysis. Here, we have taken
advantage of the peptidoglycan synthesis that occurs during sporulation
inBacillus subtilis to examine the interactions between SpoVE, a nonessential,
sporulation-specific homolog of the well-conserved and essential SEDS
(shape elongation, division, and sporulation) proteins, and SpoVD, a
nonessential class B penicillin binding protein. We found that localization
of SpoVD is dependent on SpoVE and that SpoVD protects SpoVE from
in vivo proteolysis. Co-immunoprecipitations and fluorescence resonance
energy transfer experiments indicated that SpoVE and SpoVD interact, and
co-affinity purification in Escherichia coli demonstrated that this interaction is
direct. Finally, we generated a functional protein consisting of an SpoVE–
SpoVD fusion and found that a loss-of-function point mutation in either part
of the fusion resulted in loss of function of the entire fusion that was not
complemented by a wild-type protein. Thus, SpoVE has a direct and
functional interaction with SpoVD, and this conclusion will facilitate
understanding the essential function that SpoVE and related SEDS proteins,
such as FtsW and RodA, play in bacterial growth and division.
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Introduction

The bacterial cell wall is composed of peptidogly-
can, a rigid molecule that provides cells shape,
protection, and scaffolding for extracellular proteins
and structures. The peptidoglycan latticework is
composed of glycan strands cross-linked by short
peptides and is assembled on the external part of the
cytoplasmic membrane. Synthesis of peptidoglycan
begins in the cytoplasm, where a series of conserved
enzymes synthesize lipid II, the membrane-bound

peptidoglycan precursor from a UDP-GlcNAc
precursor.1 Lipid II, a disaccharide pentapeptide
linked to an isoprenoid, must cross the membrane to
undergo polymerization. Once it is flipped or
translocated by an unknown mechanism, the dis-
accharides are polymerized and the peptides are
cross-linked by penicillin binding proteins (PBPs).
Members of the SEDS (shape elongation, division,

and sporulation) family are integral membrane
proteins2–4 that are typically essential and highly
conserved among cell-wall-containing bacterial
species.5,6 The SEDS proteins RodA and FtsW have
been proposed to participate in the translocation of
lipid II during cell elongation and cell division,
respectively.7,8 Depletion of Bacillus subtilis RodA
leads to a block in lateral cell growth.6 A tempera-
ture-sensitive Escherichia coli ftsW mutation leads to
blocks at both early and late stages of cell division,9,10

suggesting that FtsW acts during both initiation and
septum maturation.11 While absence of the sporula-
tion-specific B. subtilis SEDS protein SpoVE leads to a
block in spore peptidoglycan synthesis and an
accumulation of soluble peptidoglycan precursors,12
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these experiments only indirectly demonstrate the
precise function of SEDS proteins in peptidoglycan
synthesis. However, a direct interaction between a
SEDS protein and a protein such as a PBP that likely
interacts with newly flipped substrate would be
consistent with the proposed role of SEDS proteins in
flipping.
Two distinct classes of PBPs have been character-

ized based on structure and function. Class A PBPs
consist of a single N-terminal transmembrane helix
and soluble domains for transglycosylation and
transpeptidation.13–15 While individual class A PBPs
in B. subtilis and E. coli are not essential, this is likely
due to functional redundancy with other class A
PBPs or with other soluble transglycosylases.16,17 In
contrast, all known bacteria contain at least one
essential class B PBP. These proteins are involved in
cell septation, shape, and sporulation,18 and they
consist of a single transmembrane helix, a transpep-
tidation domain, and an additional soluble domain
of unknown activity. While this transpeptidation
activity has not been shown using natural sub-
strates, it has been inferred from in vitro thioesterase
activity19,20 and by in vivo analysis of cross-linking
of mature peptidoglycan from mutant strains.21
Thus, identification of the proteins that interact with
class B PBPs would provide important clues as to
why they are essential.
Peptidoglycan synthesis has been proposed to be

mediated by separate elongation and division
complexes that include one SEDS protein and
PBPs.8 The existence of multienzyme complexes
containing PBPs has been reported in Haemophilus
influenzae, although their precise molecular compo-
sition and organization are unknown.22 Mutations
in E. coli ftsI (encoding PBP3) that lead to a reduced
ability to divide can be suppressed by rodA
mutations that, by themselves, interfere with normal
cell growth.23 E. coli FtsW interacts with PBP3 in two
bacterial two-hybrid assays.24 In addition, FtsW
from Mycobacterium tuberculosis interacts with
PBP325 and proper localization of E. coli PBP3 to
the septum is dependent on FtsW.26

Further analysis of these interactions has been
complicated by the essential nature of most SEDS
proteins and class B PBPs. Interestingly, a nones-
sential process of peptidoglycan synthesis occurs
during sporulation of B. subtilis, where the spore
cortex, a thick layer of peptidoglycan, is synthesized.
This structure surrounds the spore and is necessary
for spore heat resistance but not for spore formation
itself. Mutations that prevent full-length protein
expression in either spoVE, which encodes a nones-
sential SEDS protein,27 or spoVD, which encodes a
nonessential class B PBP,28 lead to the production of
heat-sensitive spores that lack a cortex.29 SpoVE
localizes to the forespore, the presumed site of
peptidoglycan synthesis.4 Sporulating spoVE and
spoVD mutant strains accumulate soluble peptido-
glycan precursors and exhibit a decrease in insoluble
peptidoglycan produced, consistent with these in
vivo observations.12 Given that SpoVD and SpoVE
are nonessential homologs of proteins that are in

nearly all cases essential, cortex formation during
sporulation offers a unique physiological context to
assay their functional interaction.

Results

SpoVD requires SpoVE for recruitment to the
outer forespore membrane

The sporulation-specific PBP SpoVD functions in
spore cortex peptidoglycan synthesis since spoVD
mutations result in the production of heat-sensitive
spores lacking a cortex28 and in the accumulation of
peptidoglycan precursors.12 The spoVD gene is
under the positive control of σE and the negative
control of SpoIIID, two mother-cell-specific tran-
scription factors.28,30 Since SpoVE is recruited
specifically to the outer forespore membrane,4 the
likely site of spore cortex synthesis, we investigated
the localization of SpoVD. We constructed an N-
terminal green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusion and
confirmed that it fully complemented the sporula-
tion defect resulting from an spoVD::kan mutation
(85%±7.2%). This strain was sporulated by resus-
pension and imaged at 3 h (T3) postresuspension
(Fig. 1a, top). Since the fluorescence signal seen at
the forespore membrane was most likely due to
GFP-SpoVD localization at the outer forespore
membrane, we calculated a ratio of average maxi-
mum forespore fluorescence to average maximum
mother cell fluorescence as described for SpoVE.4

Consistent with our qualitative observations, GFP-
SpoVD yielded a ratio of 3.27±0.76, greater than the
ratio expected (∼2) if the protein is equally
distributed in the mother cell membranes (Table 1).
We then asked about the requirement of other

proteins for this localization pattern. While SEDS
proteins are known to be required for the recruitment
of E. coli class B PBPs31 and for Mycobacterium
smegmatis PBP3, which failed to be recruited to the
division septa when FtsW was depleted,25 the
essential nature of FtsW in these organisms compli-
cates this analysis. We therefore investigated the
requirement of SpoVE for proper SpoVD recruitment
and observed that GFP-SpoVDwas not preferentially
recruited to the outer forespore membrane in a
ΔspoVE::tet mutant background (Fig. 1a, bottom).
The ratio of the average maximum forespore fluores-
cence to the average maximum mother cell fluores-
cence was 1.99±0.26 in aΔspoVE background, a ratio
thatwas significantly lower (p valueb0.0001) than the
ratio of 3.27±0.76 observed in the wild-type back-
ground (Table 1). Additionally, there was no obvious
change in the levels ofGFP-SpoVDexpression or in its
proteolysis in aΔspoVE::tet background as compared
with the wild-type background (Fig. 1b). Finally, a C-
terminal fusion of mCherry to SpoVD (Fig. 1c) that
was integrated at the endogenous locus exhibited a
similar pattern of forespore localization as the N-
terminal GFP-SpoVD fusion under control of PspoVE
(Fig. 1a, top).
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Several SpoVE point mutants localize and accu-
mulate but result in a near-total reduction in spore
heat resistance.4 To determine whether this defect
resulted from the inability of these mutant proteins
to appropriately recruit GFP-SpoVD, we placed
each of the mutant spoVE alleles under its promoter
in a GFP-SpoVD-expressing ΔspoVE::tet strain.
However, all three SpoVE loss-of-function point
mutants, G335A, G343A, and E271A, recruited GFP-
SpoVD to the outer forespore membrane (Table 1),
indicating that they were partially functional for

some SpoVE functions although they were incapa-
ble of making spore cortex.

SpoVE requires SpoVD for stability in B. subtilis
and in E. coli

Since appropriate localization of SpoVD was
dependent on SpoVE, we examined whether the
converse was also true. Introduction of an spoVD::kan
null mutation into a strain that expresses a fully
complementing SpoVE-GFP4 did not affect

Fig. 1. SpoVD localizes to the outer forespore membrane. (a) GFP-SpoVD requires SpoVE for recruitment to outer
forespore membrane. Samples of JDB1327 [wild type (wt)] and JDB2026 (ΔspoVE) were obtained at T3 of sporulation by
resuspension and prepared for fluorescence microscopy. Bacterial membranes were visualized with FM4-64 (1 μg/ml). (b)
GFP-SpoVD accumulates at full length in an spoVE mutant. Strains were sporulated by resuspension, and samples taken
at T0, T2, and T4 were normalized to OD600, subjected to 12% SDS-PAGE, and probed with anti-GFP. Both strains
accumulated GFP-SpoVD at the predicted size of 100 kDa. As a control for sporulation efficiency, anti-YaaH was used. (c)
SpoVD–mCherry localizes to the outer forespore membrane. Samples of JDB2363 (spoVD–mCherry) were obtained at T3 of
sporulation by resuspension and prepared for fluorescence microscopy. (d) SpoVD–mCherry accumulates at the
predicted size. JDB2363 was sporulated by resuspension, and samples taken at T0, T2, and T4 were normalized to OD600,
subjected to 12% SDS-PAGE, and probed with anti-RFP. As a control for sporulation efficiency, anti-YaaH was used.
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recruitment of SpoVE-GFP to the outer forespore
membrane (data not shown).However, the absence of
SpoVD did decrease the stability of SpoVE-GFP since
anti-GFP immunoblotting revealed very little full-
length protein (∼55 kDa), and an ∼35-kDa product

that was presumably the result of proteolytic degra-
dation of full-length SpoVE-GFP was observed
instead (Fig. 2a). In lysates obtained from cultures
grown until T3 of sporulation, this apparent cleavage
product comprised 85% (±7.8%) of the total signal for
the spoVD::kan background as compared with 20%
(±3.0%) of the total signal for the wild type. The
stability defect of SpoVE-GFP was also observed
during vegetative growth in wild-type cells or in
mutant cells lacking either FtsH, amembraneprotease
known to target integral membrane proteins,32 or
seven other proteases (Apr, Vpr, Isp-1, Epr, Hpr, Bpr,
Mpr)33 (data not shown). Thus, the absence of SpoVD
results in SpoVE instability although the protease
responsible for this degradation is not known.
Since very little full-length SpoVE-GFP accumu-

lates when it is expressed in E. coli BL21 under Para

Fig. 2. Stability of SpoVE is dependent on SpoVD. (a) SpoVE-GFP is unstable in an spoVDmutant. Strains JDB1933 (wt)
and JDB2148 (spoVD) were sporulated by resuspension. Samples taken at each time point were normalized to an OD600,
and lysates were subjected to 13.5% SDS-PAGE, probed with anti-GFP followed by anti-rabbit/HRP, and detected by
ECL. The arrowhead indicates the full-length product, while the asterisk indicates the main cleavage product. (b) SEDS
proteins require their specific PBP for stability when expressed in a heterologous system. E. coli BL21 strains were induced
for 2 h with 0.1% arabinose at 25 °C. Pellets containing equivalent amounts of cells (as by determined OD600) were
solubilized in 1× sample buffer at RT and subjected to 13.5% SDS-PAGE. After transfer to nitrocellulose, the blot was
probed with anti-GFP, anti-rabbit/HRP, and ECL Plus and then stripped and probed with anti-GST and anti-rabbit/HRP
to verify GST fusion expression. The full-length product is indicated by an arrowhead, while the main cleavage product is
indicated by an asterisk. SpoVE-GFP is stabilized by GST-SpoVD expression but not by GST-PBP2B. FtsW-GFP is
stabilized by GST-PBP2B but not by GST-SpoVD.

Table 1.GFP-SpoVD recruitment to the forespore at T3 of
sporulation

spoVE allele
GFP-SpoVD signal

(forespore/mother cell)

wt 3.27±0.76
ΔspoVE::tet 1.99±0.26
spoVE(G334A) 3.21± 0.53
spoVE(G343A) 3.23±0.46
spoVE(E271A) 3.25±0.63
spoVE(W69A) 2.10±0.24
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control (data not shown), we determined if SpoVD
was sufficient to stabilize SpoVE in a heterologous
expression system. While glutathione S-transferase
(GST)-SpoVD co-expression with SpoVE-GFP led to
both an increase in accumulation of full-length
protein and a decrease in cleavage product (Fig. 2b,
left, lane 2), it did not stabilize B. subtilis FtsW (Fig.
2b, right, lane 2). This result suggests that a SEDS
protein would be stabilized by the co-expression of a
specific PBP partner. We therefore co-expressed the
septation-specific B. subtilis PBP2B,34 the homolog of
E. coli PBP3 that partners with FtsW,31 and found
that it stabilizes B. subtilis FtsW as expected (Fig. 2b,
right lane 3) but did not stabilize SpoVE (Fig. 2b, left
lane 3). Thus, class B transpeptidases are capable of
protecting specific SEDS proteins from proteolysis
and suggest that the two proteins interact directly.

SpoVE and SpoVD co-immunoprecipitate from
sporulating cells

The interaction between SpoVE and SpoVD in the
recruitment and stability assays suggested that itwas
robust enough to be analyzed by co-immunoprecip-
itation. We therefore generated a strain expressing
complementing SpoVD-FLAG and SpoVE-GFP

fusions. This strain was sporulated by resuspension,
and lysates collected at T2.5 of sporulation were
subjected to immunoprecipitation with M2 (anti-
FLAG) affinity resin. Immunoblotting with anti-GFP
revealed a doublet at approximately the position
expected for SpoVE (∼55 kDa), indicating that
SpoVD was able to co-immunoprecipitate SpoVE
(Fig. 3a, lane 3). The origins of this doublet are
unclear, but the presence of 10 transmembrane
domains in SpoVE could result in two species with
slightly different electrophoretic mobilities. Heating
lysates containing SpoVE-GFP to temperatures
ranging from 37 to 100 °C resulted in decreasing
mobility of SpoVE-GFP but increasing aggregation
and loss of signal (data not shown). To examine
whether this co-immunoprecipitation was specific to
SpoVE, we generated a strain co-expressing SpoVD-
FLAG and a complementing FtsW-GFP fusion. In
contrast to SpoVE, SpoVD-FLAG did not co-immu-
noprecipitate FtsW-GFP (Fig. 3a, lane 4) despite the
presence of both tagged proteins in the lysate (Fig. 3a,
lane 4). This result was not unexpected since SpoVD
was unable to protect FtsW from cleavage in E. coli
(Fig. 3b). However, the failure of SpoVD and FtsW
to co-immunoprecipitate indicates that an indirect
or nonspecific interaction did not occur. As an

Fig. 3. Interaction between
SpoVE and SpoVD. (a) SpoVE-
GFP co-immunoprecipitates with
SpoVD-FLAG in B. subtilis. Strains
expressing combinations of GFP
and FLAG fusion proteins were
sporulated by resuspension, and
lysates from samples taken at T2.5
were solubilized in 1% NP-40 and
immunoprecipitated with M2 affin-
ity resin (Sigma). Lysates and elu-
ates were subjected to 13.5% SDS-
PAGE, and blots were probed with
anti-GFP (top and bottom) or anti-
FLAG (middle) and anti-rabbit/
HRP (Pierce) and then detected
with ECL. SpoVD-FLAG co-immu-
noprecipitated SpoVE-GFP (lane 3;
JDB1676) but not MalF-GFP (lane 2;
JDB1665) and FtsW-GFP (lane 4;
JDB1885). SecY-FLAG did not co-
immunoprecipitate SpoVE-GFP
(lane 1; JDB2155). (b) SpoVE-GFP
co-affinity purified with GST-
SpoVD. E. coli BL21 strains expres-
sing GFP and GST-tagged proteins
were grown in LB at 37 °C and
induced for 120 min with 0.1%
arabinose at OD600=0.8. Samples
were collected, and lysates contain-
ing equivalent amounts of cells (as

by determined OD600) were solubilized with 1%NP-40 before affinity purification using immobilized glutathione. Lysates
and eluates were subjected to 13.5% SDS-PAGE. After transfer to nitrocellulose, the blots were probed with anti-GFP and
anti-rabbit/HRP (top and bottom) and then stripped and probed with anti-GST and anti-rabbit/HRP (middle). GST-
SpoVD co-affinity purified with SpoVE-GFP (lane 3; JDE1043) but not GFP alone (lane 1; JDE1045). In addition, GST alone
did not co-affinity-purify SpoVE-GFP (lane 2; JDE1044).
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additional control for specificity, we generated a
strain expressing both SpoVD-FLAG and a truncated
form [MalF(1,2)-GFP] of the heterologous membrane
protein E. coli MalF.35 As with FtsW, this protein
fusion was not co-immunoprecipitated by SpoVD-
FLAG (Fig. 3a, lane 2) despite the presence of
MalF(1,2)-GFP in the lysates (Fig. 3a, lane 2). Finally,
we generated a strain expressing a truncated version
of the heterologous membrane protein E. coli
SecY(1,6)-FLAG and SpoVE-GFP, although no co-
immunoprecipitation was observed despite the
presence of SecY(1,6)-FLAG in the lysates (Fig. 3a,
lane 1). Taken together, these results demonstrate
that the co-immunoprecipitation of SpoVE and
SpoVD is specific.

SpoVE and SpoVD co-affinity-purify in a
heterologous system

The ability of SpoVD to stabilize SpoVE in E. coli
(Fig. 3b) is consistent with a direct interaction. We
used co-affinity purification in E. coli to examine this
possibility and constructed an E. coli strain that co-
expressed both an N-terminal fusion of SpoVD to
GST (GST-SpoVD) and SpoVE-GFP under inducible
control. A lysate from this strain was prepared, and
GST-SpoVD was affinity-purified using immobi-
lized glutathione resin. Immunoblotting with anti-
GFP revealed the co-immunoprecipitation of
SpoVE-GFP (Fig. 3b), indicating a direct interaction
between the two proteins. This interaction was
specific since SpoVE-GFP failed to co-purify with
GST alone and GFP failed to co-purify with GST-
SpoVD even though both proteins were present in
the lysates (Fig. 3b). Thus, SpoVE and SpoVD form a
stable complex in a heterologous system that is
mediated by a direct protein–protein interaction.

Assay of the interaction between SpoVE and
SpoVD in living B. subtilis cells

The pattern of enrichment of GFP-SpoVD at the
outer forespore membrane is similar to that seen
with SpoVE-GFP.4 To examine co-localization in
the same cell, we constructed a B. subtilis strain
expressing spectrally distinguishable YFP-SpoVD
and SpoVE-CFP fusions. The fluorescent signals co-
localized at the forespore at several time points in
sporulation (Fig. 4a). However, such co-localizations
are limited in resolution to λ/2 (for the peak of GFP
emission at 508 nm, this is∼250 nm) and thus do not
provide sufficient precision to determine that the
two proteins are in close proximity. To obtain this
information, we measured the fluorescence reso-
nance energy transfer (FRET) signal between the
CFP and YFP fluorophores fused to each of the
proteins. While the FRET signal is subject to a
number of constraints, including the orientation of
the fluorophores, as well as the relative amounts of
donor and acceptor proteins and the fraction of each
protein that is in the complex, detection of much
smaller distance (∼10 nm) is possible. When FRET
occurs, the donor emits less photons as it de-excites

by transferring the energy directly to the acceptor, so
if the acceptor is photobleached, then donor
fluorescence intensity increases.36 However, the
magnitude of the FRET signal is simply reporting
the efficiency of energy transfer and the physical
proximity of the fluorophores is just one variable
that determines this value.
Given these caveats, assay of intramolecular FRET

between fluorophores located on the same protein
would suggest the (near-optimal) signal that could
be expected from intermolecular FRET. For the YFP–
CFP tandem fusion protein under control of PspoVE,
wemeasured a FRET signal of −4.6%±4.5% (Fig. 4b).
We then analyzed FRET between SpoVE-CFP and
YFP-SpoVD fusions. The CFP and YFPmolecules are
likely located on the same face of themembrane since
the N- and C-termini of SpoVE are cytoplasmic4 and
a close homolog of SpoVD, E. coli PBP3, has a
cytoplasmic N-terminus.37 We imaged cells at T2.5
of sporulation that were expressing SpoVE-CFP and
YFP-SpoVD and measured the CFP intensities
between consecutive sets of images taken at 1-min
intervals with and without photobleaching YFP. We
then calculated the percentage of difference in CFP
intensity under the two conditions; if this quantity
is negative, FRET is present. For SpoVE-CFP and
YFP-SpoVD, the difference was negative (mean=
−5.8%±6.9%; Fig. 5b), indicating that CFP intensity
was greater following YFP photobleaching and
therefore FRET was occurring. Since this difference
was similar to that measured with a YFP–CFP
tandem fusion, SpoVE-CFP and YFP-SpoVD were
likely in close proximity.
We demonstrated that this result was specific to

the SpoVE-CFP/YFP-SpoVD pair by measuring the
difference in several control strains. First, in a strain
expressing SpoVE-CFP and free YFP, the difference
in CFP intensity was positive (mean=54.4%±16.0%;
Fig. 4b), demonstrating that YFP must be fused to a
membrane protein for FRET to be observed. We also
measured a positive difference in CFP intensity
(mean=22.8%±7.6%; Fig. 4b) in a strain expressing
SpoVE-CFP and FtsW-YFP, indicating that FRET
cannot be detected between fluorophores fused to
any two membrane proteins that are found in the
same membrane.4 Thus, the FRET signal between
SpoVE-CFP and YFP-SpoVD is consistent with the
co-localization (Fig. 4a) and demonstrates that they
are in proximity at T2.5 of sporulation.
We characterized the SpoVE–SpoVD interaction

throughout sporulation by measuring FRET in
samples taken every half-hour of a sporulating
culture (Fig. 4c). We started at T2 when SpoVE-
CFP fluorescence and YFP-SpoVD fluorescence
were first detectable (Fig. 4d). The difference in
CFP fluorescence was negative at each time point
from T2.5 to T4.5, indicating that two proteins were
near each other during this interval (Fig. 4c). At T5
and T6, this difference was absent, indicating that
they were likely no longer interacting. At T2, the
population was mixed between FRET-positive and
FRET-negative cells, perhaps because of the tempo-
ral heterogeneity of the sporulating cells. No
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negative value for the changes in CFP fluorescence
was observed in a strain expressing free CFP and
free YFP (Fig. 4c).

An SpoVE–SpoVD protein fusion is functional

BothRhodococcus sp. RHA138 and Solibacter usitatus
encode a protein that consists of a fusion of a SEDS
protein and a class B PBP. For example, Rhodococcus
RHA1_ro00248 (947 aa) has an N-terminal region
with significant homology (e value=4×10−29) to
the entire B. subtilis SpoVE (366 aa) SEDS and a
C-terminal region with significant homology
(e value=1×10−40) to nearly the entire B. subtilis

class B PBP SpoVD (645 aa). We explicitly tested the
possibility that a SEDS protein and a class B PBP can
function as a single polypeptide chain by construct-
ing a translational fusion of spoVD and spoVEwith a
sequence encoding a short linker composed of the
amino acids GSGSGS inserted between the two
open-reading frames and a C-terminal FLAG tag.
This fusion was integrated into an ectopic site in the
B. subtilis chromosome under control of PspoVE and
appeared at its expected size during sporulation
(Supplemental Fig. 2). We assessed its functionality
bymeasuring the heat resistance of spores since both
spoVD and spoVE are necessary for spore heat
resistance. Strains expressing the fusion protein and

Fig. 4. FRET assay of SpoVE and SpoVD interaction in vivo. (a) Strain JDB1467 expressing SpoVE-CFP and YFP-
SpoVD was sporulated by resuspension at 37 °C, and samples taken at T2.5, T3, and T4 of sporulation were prepared for
fluorescence microscopy. The left panel (red) shows SpoVE-CFP images, the middle panel (green) shows YFP-SpoVD
images, and the right panel is the overlay. In the far right, green and red graphs represent the overlay of the fluorescence
distributions of SpoVE-CFP and YFP-SpoVD; the y-axis shows fluorescence intensity in arbitrary units, and the x-axis is
the spore length. (b) FRETwas measured for single cells (∼40) of strains expressing CFP and YFP constructs under control
of PspoVE at T2.5 of sporulation by resuspension at 37 °C. Strains analyzed were as follows: JDB1904 (YFP–CFP tandem
fusion); JDB1495 (YFP, SpoVE-CFP); JDB2158 (SpoVE-CFP, FtsW-YFP); and JDB1467 (SpoVE-CFP, YFP-SpoVD). (c) FRET
was measured for single cells of strains JDB1467 (filled circles; SpoVE-CFP, YFP-SpoVD) and JDB1988 (open circles; free
CFP, YFP) at specified times during sporulation by resuspension at 37 °C. FRET measurements were significantly
different between the two strains (pb .001) for all times between T2 and T4.5. (d) Strain JDB1467 (SpoVE-CFP, YFP-
SpoVD) was sporulated by resuspension, and fluorescence levels of SpoVE-CFP (closed circles) and YFP-SpoVD (open
circles) were measured in ∼50 single cells.
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either the ΔspoVE or the spoVD mutations were
sporulation proficient, as was a strain expressing the
fusion protein and carrying bothmutations (Table 2).
Thus, the SpoVE–SpoVD fusion protein was active
both as a SEDS protein and as a PBP.
We determined whether this functionality was

limited to fusions of sporulation-specific proteins by
fusing the B. subtilis FtsW and PBP2B proteins that

are each necessary for septum formation during
vegetative growth.6,34 The FtsW–PBP2B fusion was
constructed similarly to the SpoVD–SpoVE fusion
and was expressed at the predicted full-length size
in growing cells under control of PftsW (data not
shown). The fusion complemented both FtsW and
PBP2B functions since we could introduce both
ftsW::tet and ΔpbpB::mls mutations into the strain

Fig. 5. Localization of wild-type and mutant SpoVE–SpoVD fusion proteins. (a) SpoVE–SpoVD–mCherry wild-type
and mutant fusion proteins are recruited to the outer forespore membrane. Cells of JDB2647 (wt), JDB2661 [spoVE
(G335A)–spoVD–mCherry], JDB2662 [spoVE(G343A)–spoVD–mCherry], and JDB2665 [spoVE–spoVD(K496A)–mCherry] at
T3 of sporulation by resuspension were prepared for fluorescence microscopy. (b) SpoVE–SpoVD–mCherry point
mutants accumulate to the predicted size. Strains were sporulated by resuspension, and samples taken at T0, T2, and T4
were normalized to OD600, subjected to 12% SDS-PAGE, and probed with anti-RFP. As a control for sporulation
efficiency, anti-YaaH was used.
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expressing FtsW–PBP2B (JDB2440). We then asked
whether a complementing fusion protein could be
constructed where SpoVE is fused to PBP2B, a PBP
with which it does not normally interact (Fig. 2b).
That is, could the specificity we observed in the
SEDS–PBP interaction be bypassed by a fusion that
artificially tethered the two proteins? We observed,
however, that an SpoVE–PBP2B fusion did not
complement a ΔspoVD mutation (Table 2) despite
being expressed appropriately during sporulation
(data not shown). Thus, specificity cannot be
bypassed simply by getting the PBP to the right
place but rather is the result of an interaction
between a SEDS protein and its cognate PBP. Since
this fusion did not complement the lack of heat
resistance of ΔspoVE mutation (Table 2), tethering
SpoVE to PBP2B prevented the SpoVE module from
appropriately interacting with SpoVD.
We investigated whether the SpoVE–SpoVD fu-

sion acted as a single functional unit or was capable
of acting as SEDS and PBP separately. That is, could
we observe complementation in trans between a
fusion protein carrying a loss-of-function mutation
in one domain and a single wild-type SEDS or PBP?
We used SpoVE loss-of-function point mutants that
localized and accumulated4 and recruited SpoVD to
the forespore (Table 1), indicating that they were
somewhat competent for interaction with SpoVD.
Introduction of these mutations (G335A, G343A,
E271A) into the SpoVE–SpoVD fusion protein
disabled its function because it failed to complement
a ΔspoVD ΔspoVE mutation (Table 2). In addition,
the presence of a wild-type copy of SpoVE did not
allow the mutant fusion protein to complement a
ΔspoVD mutation (Table 2). We confirmed that this
failure of complementation was not due to expres-
sion defects since lysates revealed no significant
difference in accumulation of the mutant fusion
proteins (Fig. 5b). We then asked if these mutant
fusion proteins were capable of localizing. A failure
to localize to the outer forespore membrane could
explainwhy the fusion failed to function. By using an
SpoVE–SpoVD–mCherry fusion, we saw that wild
type and fusions containing SpoVE(G335A) and
SpoVE(G343A) still localized to the outer forespore

membrane (Fig. 5a). Thus, themutant SpoVEdomain
of the fusion was able to prevent the wild-type
SpoVD domain from properly functioning.
We used previously published alignments and

mutational analysis of class B PBPs39,40 to identify
residues of SpoVD likely to be essential for function.
Importantly for this mutagenesis, SpoVD is a
nonessential class B PBP homolog with a distinctive
sporulation phenotype. Residue K496 of SpoVD is
predicted to be located within the active-site box
based on homology to PBP2B,41 and, consistent with
this prediction, GFP-SpoVD(K496A) failed to com-
plement an spoVD::kan mutant as assayed by the
lack of heat-resistant spores (∼0% heat-resistant
spores). We generated SpoVE–SpoVD fusion pro-
teins carrying the severe loss-of-function SpoVD
point mutation. Introduction of this mutation
completely prevented complementation of the
ΔspoVE spoVD double mutation (Table 2). Further-
more, the presence of a wild-type copy of SpoVD did
not allow the mutant fusion proteins to complement
a ΔspoVE mutation, indicating that the disabled
SpoVD domain prevented the wild-type SpoVE
domain from functioning (Table 2). Localization of
SpoVE–SpoVD(K496A)–mCherry showed that it
was able to localize to the outer forespore membrane
(Fig. 5a), and therefore a localization defect was
unlikely to explain this failure to function.
In contrast to this result, introduction of the

moderate SpoVD(Q227E) (∼5% of wild-type heat
resistance; data not shown) mutation into the
SpoVE–SpoVD fusion protein resulted in full com-
plementation of the ΔspoVE spoVD double mutation
(Table 2). Thus, tethering the partially inactive
SpoVD(Q227E) protein to SpoVE restored its activ-
ity to wild-type levels. This point mutation may
prevent appropriate contacts between SpoVD and
SpoVE, and, consistent with this possibility, this
residue is located on a surface-exposed α-helix in an
SpoVD homolog.42 Thus, the ability of the SpoVE–
SpoVD fusion protein to complement a ΔspoVE
spoVD double mutation and the inability of mutant
alleles of this fusion to be complemented by the
endogenous proteins strongly indicate that SpoVD
and SpoVE interact directly.

Table 2. Sporulation of B. subtilis strains expressing SpoVD–SpoVE fusions

Genotype CFU/ml preheat CFU/ml postheat Percentage of sporulation

Wild type 2.9×108 2.7×108 90±4.7
ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan 5.0×107 0 0
ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-spoVD-flag 2.8×108 2.5×108 89±5.4
ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE(G343A)-spoVD-flag 4.7×107 321 6.5×10−4±0.7×10−4

spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE(G343A)-spoVD-flag 3.4×107 455 1.4×10−3±0.9×10−3

spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE(G335A)-spoVD-flag cm 8.3×107 690 8.6×10−4±1.3×10−4

spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE(E271A)-spoVD-flag 7.1×107 600 8.2×10−4±0.9×10−4

ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-spoVD(K496A)-flag 5.4×107 750 1.3×10−3±2.1×10−3

ΔspoVE::tet amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-spoVD(K496A)-flag 5.8×107 890 1.2×10−3±0.7×10−3

ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-pbpB-flag 6.1×107 0 0
ΔspoVE::tet amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-pbpB-flag 2.6×108 5.0×105 0.19±0.05
ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-spoVD(Q227E)-flag 3.5×108 3.3×108 88±6.5

CFU data represent one typical heat kill experiment, and percentages of sporulation represent an average from three experiments. Each
strain was grown in Difco Sporulation Medium for 24 h at 37 °C and then exposed to 80 °C for 20 min.
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Discussion

Interaction of SpoVD and SpoVE

Similar to its homologs Streptococcus pneumoniae
RodA and FtsW43 andM. tuberculosis FtsW,25 SpoVE
is unstable. We found that SpoVD protected SpoVE
from degradation in B. subtilis (Fig. 2a) and in E. coli
(Fig. 2b), suggesting that SpoVD–SpoVE interaction
is direct. Although the septation-specific PBP2B was
able to stabilize FtsW, it did not protect SpoVE,
indicating that this interaction was highly specific
(Fig. 2b). When SpoVD-FLAG was used as bait in
co-immunoprecipitation of lysates of sporulating
B. subtilis, SpoVD pulled out SpoVE but not FtsW-
GFP (Fig. 3a).We confirmed that this interaction was
direct by demonstrating that tagged SpoVD immu-
noprecipitated SpoVE-GFPwhen both are expressed
in E. coli (Fig. 3b). Taken together, these experiments
demonstrate that SpoVD and SpoVE interact in a
specific manner and that this interaction is direct.
The strong sequence homology of SpoVD and
SpoVE with their essential vegetative counterparts
in both B. subtilis and in other bacteria suggests this
interaction is conserved with SEDS–PBP pairs, such
as FtsW–PBP2B.
Other membrane or membrane-associated pro-

teins involved in peptidoglycan synthesis may be
part of a larger complex that includes SpoVD and
SpoVE. For example, minimal transglycosylation
appears to be required for transpeptidation in
vitro.44 A number of proteins with transglycosylase
activity, including class A PBPs and monofunctional
enzymes, have been characterized; in fact, E. coli
class A PBP1B and class B PBP3 form a complex.45 In
addition, the integral membrane protein MraY and
the peripheral membrane protein MurG are respon-
sible for the syntheses of lipid I and lipid II,
respectively.1 Thus, such proteins would be compo-
nents of a peptidoglycan synthetic complex and
future experimental efforts will be directed at
examining this possibility.

In vivo interaction of SpoVD and SpoVE

Although SpoVD and SpoVE appear to interact
directly, the physiological role of this interaction
is unclear. Since spoVD and spoVE mutations
block spore cortex formation as seen by electron
micrographs27,28 and by biochemical measurements
of peptidoglycan synthesis,12 can their interaction in
single cells be directly correlated with cortex forma-
tion? The observed co-localization of SpoVE-CFP and
YFP-SpoVD suggests that this interaction occurs in
sporulating cells (Fig. 4a). We confirmed this result
with FRET, a higher-resolution technique, and ob-
served a FRET signal in individual cells expressing
SpoVE-CFP and YFP-SpoVD (Fig. 4c) at times
between T2.5 and T4.5 of sporulation during the
period of spore cortex synthesis.46 A conclusive
demonstration that this FRET signal is correlated
with the putative function of these proteins would

require theuse of fluorescent probes to simultaneously
visualize sites of active peptidoglycan synthesis.47,48

However, these probes are not membrane perme-
able and thus would not be able to access the site of
spore cortex peptidoglycan synthesis in the mem-
brane-bound compartment of the forespore.

Function of a single protein with both activities

The direct and stable interaction between SpoVD
and SpoVE suggests that a single polypeptide consist-
ing of a fusion of the twoproteinswould be functional.
A synthetic fusion protein composed of the E. coli
β and β′ subunits of RNA polymerase49 functions
in vivo, consistent with the presence of an endogenous
β–β′ fusion protein in Helicobacter pylori.50 Similarly,
several bacterial open-reading frames encode a single
large protein containing domains with significant
homology to both SEDS proteins and PBPs. We
therefore constructed an SpoVE–SpoVD fusion and
found that it complemented the ΔspoVD ΔspoVE
double mutation (Table 2), indicating that the fusion
exhibited the activities of each protein. A fusion
constructed with the essential homologs FtsW and
PBP2B similarly complemented null mutations in
the genes encoding both the respective SEDS proteins
and PBPs. A fusion constructed using a noncognate
PBP (e.g., SpoVE–PBP2B) failed to complement the
double mutation, indicating that simple tethering of
a SEDS protein and a PBP was not sufficient.
The inability of SpoVE–SpoVD fusions carrying

inactivating pointmutations in either the SpoVEor the
SpoVD domain to be complemented in trans by wild-
type proteins (Table 2) suggests an intimate interac-
tion, perhaps as part of a macromolecular complex. If,
as proposed previously for other SEDS proteins,8

SpoVE is a lipid II flippase, then SpoVEwould deliver
intracellularly synthesized lipid II to the extracellular
SpoVD. However, given that transglycosylation and
the concomitant removal of the lipid tail51 are thought
to precede transpeptidation,52 this mechanism seems
implausible. Therefore, the SpoVE–SpoVD complex
could function such that SpoVD “catches” the newly
flipped lipid II on the extracellular face of the
membrane and then “releases” these molecules to a
class A PBP that would then covalently attach the
flipped lipid II molecules to mature peptidoglycan by
transpeptidation and transglycosylation reactions.
While this model is consistent with the lack of
evidence for the transpeptidation of natural substrates
by class B PBPs, a current goal of our laboratory is the
direct biochemical evaluation of the mechanism.

Materials and Methods

Bacterial and DNA manipulation

Plasmids (Supplemental Table 1) were constructed
using standard methods. B. subtilis strains (Table 3) were
derivatives of PY79 unless noted otherwise and details of
their construction are described in Supplementary Data.53

B. subtilis was transformed using the two-step method,54
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Table 3. Bacterial strains

Strain Genotype Source

B. subtilis
PY79 wt Lab stock
JDB223 ftsW-gfp spc Ref. 4
JDB361 amyE::PftsW-ftsW-gfp cm This work
JDB389 ftsW::tet amyE::PftsW-ftsW-gfp cm This work
JDB646 spoVE::neo Ref. 4
JDB1134 spoVE::neo amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-gfp spc cm Ref. 4
JDB1213 spoVD::kan Ref. 28
JDB1240 spoVE::neo::spc This work
JDB1327 spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-gfp-spoVD cm This work
JDB1376 spoVE::neo amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-cfp spc cm Ref. 4
JDB1396 pyrD::PspoIID-yfp cm This work
JDB1440 spoVE::neo amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-cfp spc This work
JDB1448 gltA::PspoVE-yfp-spoVD cm This work
JDB1451 gltA::PspoVE-yfp-spoVD mls This work
JDB1457 gltA::PspoVE-yfp-spoVD mls spoVE::neo amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-cfp spc This work
JDB1467 spoVD::kan gltA::PspoVE-yfp-spoVD mls spoVE::neo amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-cfp spc This work
JDB1495 spoVE::neo::spc amyE:PspoVE-spoVE-cfp spc cm, sacA::PspoIIQ-yfp kan This work
JDB1559 ftsW-yfp spc This work
JDB1636 spoVD-flag tet This work
JDB1637 amyE::PspoIIQ-malF(1,2)-gfp cm Ref. 35
JDB1665 spoVD-flag tet amyE::PspoIIQ-malF(1,2)-gfp cm This work
JDB1676 spoVE::neo spoVD-flag tet amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-gfp spc cm This work
JDB1686 sacA::PspoIID-cfp tet This work
JDB1725 Sac:A:PspoVE-spoVE-cfp tet This work
JDB1752 ΔspoVE::tet Ref. 4
JDB1885 ftsW-gfp spc spoVD-flag tet This work
JDB1904 amyE::PspoVE-yfp-cfp cm This work
JDB1918 ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan This work
JDB1933 ΔspoVE::tet amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-gfp cm Ref. 4
JDB1988 pyrD::PspoIID-yfp cm sacA::PspoIID-cfp tet This work
JDB2026 ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-gfp-spoVD cm This work
JDB2059 ΔspoVE:: tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-gfp-spoVD cm sacA::PspoVE-spoVE(G334A) mls This work
JDB2061 ΔspoVE:: tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-gfp-spoVD cm sacA::PspoVE-spoVE(G343A) mls This work
JDB2063 ΔspoVE:: tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-gfp-spoVD cm sacA::PspoVE-spoVE(E271A) mls This work
JDB2064 ΔspoVE:: tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-gfp-spoVD cm sacA::PspoVE-spoVE(W69A) mls This work
JDB2148 ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-gfp cm This work
JDB2155 ΔspoVE::tet amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-gfp cm sacA::PspoVE-secY(1,6)-flag mls This work
JDB2158 amyE::PspoVE-ftsW-yfp cm sacA::PspoVE-spoVE-cfp tet This work
JDB2171 amyE::PspoVE-ftsW-yfp cm This work
JDB2200 amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-GSGSGS-spoVD-flag cm This work
JDB2201 ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-GSGSGS-spoVD-flag cm This work
JDB2203 ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE(G343A)-GSGSGS-spoVD-flag cm This work
JDB2255 ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-GSGSGS-pbpB-flag cm This work
JDB2256 amyE::PftsW-ftsW-GSGSGS-pbpB-flag cm This work
JDB2267 ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-GSGSGS-spoVD(K496A)-flag cm This work
JDB2269 ΔspoVE::tet amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-GSGSGS-spoVD(K496A)-flag cm This work
JDB2269 ΔspoVE::tet amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-GSGSGS-spoVD(K496A)-flag cm This work
JDB2272 spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE(G343A)-GSGSGS-spoVD-flag cm This work
JDB2279 spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE(G334A)-GSGSGS-spoVD-flag cm This work
JDB2280 spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE(E271A)-GSGSGS-spoVD-flag cm This work
JDB2322 ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-spoVD(Q227E)-flag cm This work
JDB2363 spoVD-mCherry spc This work
JDB2367 ΔspoVE::tet amyE::PsspoVE-spoVE-GSGSGS-pbpB-flag cm This work
JDB2440 ftsW::tet ΔpbpB::mls amyE::PftsW-ftsW-GSGSGS-pbpB-flag cm This work
JDB2647 ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-GSGSGS-spoVD-mCherry spc cm This work
JDB2661 ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE(G335A)-GSGSGS-spoVD-mCherry spc cm This work
JDB2662 ΔspoVE::tet spoVD::kan amyE::PspoVE-spoVE(G343A)-GSGSGS-spoVD-mCherry spc cm This work
JDB2665 ΔspoVE::tet amyE::PspoVE-spoVE-GSGSGS-spoVD(K496A)-mCherry spc cm This work

E. coli
BL21(DE3) Lab stock
JDE1038 pAF188(Para-6his-spoVE-gfp araC cm), pAF172 (Para-gst araC bla) This work
JDE1039 pAF188(Para-6his-spoVE-gfp araC cm), pAF175(Para-gst-spoVD araC bla) This work
JDE1040 pAF188(Para-6his-spoVE-gfp araC cm), pAF267(Para-gst-pbpB araC bla) This work
JDE1041 pAF256(Para-10his-ftsW-gfp araC cm), pAF175 pAF175(Para-gst-spoVD araC bla) This work
JDE1042 pAF256(Para-10his-ftsW-gfp araC cm), pAF267(Para-gst-pbpB araC bla) This work
JDE1043 pAF191(Para-10his-spoVE-gfp araC bla), pAF231(Para-gst-spoVD araC cm) This work
JDE1044 pAF191(Para-10his-spoVE-gfp araC bla), pAF232 (Para-gst araC cm) This work
JDE1045 pAF233(Para-10his-gfp araC bla), pAF231(Para-gst-spoVD araC cm) This work
JDE1307 pAF256(Para-10his-ftsW-gfp araC cm), pAF175 pAF172(Para-gst araC bla) This work
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and sporulation was by resuspension.55 Spore heat
resistance was assayed following sporulation by exhaus-
tion in Difco nutrient broth medium (Difco Sporulation
Medium) in 2-ml cultures for 24 h. Serial dilutions were
plated before and after the cells were heated to 80 °C for
20 min, and CFUs (colony-forming units) were compared
to obtain the percentage of sporulation.

Co-immunoprecipitation

At T2.5 of sporulation by resuspension, each 25-ml
culturewas collected by centrifugation and resuspended in
1 ml of SMM with 1 mg/ml of lysozyme. After incubation
for 5 min at room temperature (RT), the protoplasts were
collected and lysed in 1 ml of solubilization buffer (50 mM
Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 1% NP-40 plus 200 μM
PMSF, 1 μg/ml of pepstatin A, 1 μg/ml of DNase I, and
1 μg/ml of RNase A) and solubilized at 4 °C for 1 h.
Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation
(20,000g) for 30 min at 4 °C, and the supernatant (lysate)
was added to 10 μl of packed M2 affinity resin (Sigma)
prewashed with 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and
0.5% NP-40 and allowed to bind for 1 h at 4 °C. The resin
was then washed five times with 1.5 ml of buffer (50 mM
Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mMNaCl, and 0.5% NP-40), and samples
were eluted with 50 μl of 1× sample buffer at RT. The resin
was pelleted, and 15ml of the supernatantwas subjected to
13.5% SDS-PAGE. Gels were transferred to Biotrace-NT
(Pall), probed using anti-GFP rabbit serum (1:25,000; gift
from H. Shuman) and anti-rabbit/horseradish peroxidase
(HRP) (1:25,000; Pierce), and then detected using ECL Plus
(GE). Blots were then stripped and probedwith anti-FLAG
(polyclonal, 1:3000; Sigma) and anti-rabbit/HRP (1:25,000)
and then detected using ECL Plus.

Co-affinity purification

E. coli BL21 strains were grown in 100 ml of Luria broth
(LB) with ampicillin (200 μg/ml) and chloramphenicol
(30μg/ml) at 37 °C to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of
0.8. Cultures were then cooled to RT and inducedwith 0.1%
L-arabinose for 3 h. Pellets were collected by centrifugation
and frozen at −80 °C. Pellets were thawed and resuspended
in 5 ml of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.5, with
0.2 mg/ml of lysozyme, 200 mM PMSF, 1 mg/ml of
pepstatin A, 1mg/ml of DNase I, and 1mg/ml of RNase A;
they were incubated for 30 min at 4 °C. Suspensions were
briefly sonicated, and all unbroken cells were pelleted by
centrifugation (5000g, 10 min). One percent NP-40 was
added to the supernatant for 1 h to solubilize the
membranes. Insoluble material was collected by centrifu-
gation (20,000g, 30 min), and the supernatant was added to
25-ml packed immobilized glutathione (Thermo) pre-
washed with PBS and allowed to bind for 1 h. Resin was
then washed five times (10 ml of PBS, 0.5% NP-40) and
eluted with 200 ml of 1× sample buffer at RT. The resin was
pelleted, and 15 μl of supernatant was subjected to 13.5%
SDS-PAGE. Gels were transferred to Biotrace-NT, probed
using anti-GFP (1:3000; Zymed) and anti-mouse/HRP
(1:3000), and then detected using ECL Plus. Blots were
stripped andprobedwith anti-GST (1:3000; Sigma) andanti-
rabbit/HRP (1:25,000) and then detected using ECL Plus.

Immunoblot analysis of cell lysates

For B. subtilis, OD600 was taken at each time point,
represented as hours postresuspension or postinduction in

LB. Volumes of samples were normalized to yield an
OD600 of 0.5. After pelleting, cells were resuspended and
protoplasted in 100 μl of SMM with 1 mg/ml of lysozyme
for 5 min at RT. Protoplasts were lysed after collection by
resuspension in 100 μl of 1× sample buffer and solubilized
for 30 min at RT. Twenty microliters of each sample was
subjected to electrophoresis on 13.5% or 12% SDS-PAGE.
Gels were transferred to Biotrace-NT and probed using
anti-GFP rabbit serum (1:25,000), anti-FLAG (polyclonal),
or anti-RFP (1:3000, Rockland Immunochemicals), then
anti-rabbit/HRP (1:25,000), and then detected using ECL
Plus. As a control for σE activation during sporulation by
resuspension, blots were stripped and probed with anti-
YaaH, a protein whose expression is under control of σE.56

ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) was used after
scanning film. For E. coli, the OD600 following induction
with 0.1% L-arabinose for 1 h at RT was taken and
volumes of samples were normalized to an OD600 of 0.5.
After pelleting, cells were resuspended and lysed in 1×
sample buffer at RT. Fifteen microliters of each sample
was electrophoresed on 13.5% SDS-PAGE gel. Gels were
transferred to Biotrace-NT and probed using anti-GFP
(1:3000) and anti-mouse/HRP (1:3000) and then detected
using ECL Plus. Blots were then stripped and probed with
anti-GST (1:3000) and anti-rabbit/HRP (1:25,000) and then
detected using ECL Plus.

Fluorescencemicroscopyand localizationquantification

One hundred microliters of sporulating cells was taken
at designated times after resuspension. To each sample,
1 μl of FM4-64 (100 μg/ml; Invitrogen) was added just
before the cells were collected by centrifugation. For
samples expressing mCherry fusions, FM4-64 was not
added. The pellet was resuspended in 10 μl of PBS and
added to a poly-L-lysine-pretreated cover slip. All
microscopy was performed on a Nikon Eclipse 90i with
a 100× phase-contrast objective and captured by a
Hamamatsu Orca-ER camera using Nikon Elements BR
software. Exposures for FITC (GFP) and TRITC (RFP and
FM4-64) images were 400 and 800 ms, respectively.
Protein recruitment of SpoVE-GFP and GFP-SpoVD to
the outer forespore membrane was quantified as de-
scribed previously4 at T2.5 or T3 following resuspension.
For each cell, we measured the maximum GFP fluores-
cence along five lines across the middle of forespore and
the maximum GFP fluorescence along five lines across the
middle of the mother cell. We took the average maximum
GFP fluorescence of the five lines for the forespore and
mother cell for each cell and used these numbers to
calculate the ratio of forespore to mother cell fluorescence.
We repeated this for N200 cells from three experiments
each strain tested. Sporulating cells selected at random
represented both engulfing and engulfed forespores.

Generation of SpoVD point mutations

Mutations were introduced by two-step PCR SOEing,57

in which complementary oligonucleotides were designed
containing the appropriate codon substitution and 15-bp 3′
and 5′ to the codon changed. To generate the K496A
mutation, we usedAFO553 andAFO553-r. To generate the
Q227E mutation, we used AFO593 and AFO593-r. Each
oligonucleotide was used in a first-round PCR with either
ojd006 or AFO536 and pKM61 as template, containing
PspoVE-gfp-spoVD, to generate two products with over-
lapping regions. Each product was gel-purified and then
mixed at equal molar quantities and used as a template for
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a second round of PCRwith ojd006 and AFO536. The final
full-length product with the mutation of interest was
digested with EcoRI and BamHI and ligated to pDG1662
digested with the same enzymes. Supplemental Table 2
contains oligonucleotide sequences.

FRET by acceptor photobleaching

YFP imageswere takenusing a cube (Chroma) containing
500/20-nm (excitation), 515-nm long-pass dichroic, and
535/15-nm (emission) filters. CFP images were taken using
a cube (Chroma) containing 435/20-nm (excitation), 455-nm
long-pass dichroic, and 480/40-nm (emission) filters. Three
sets of CFP/YFP images (500 ms each; T1, T2, and T3) were
taken at 1-min intervals. During the T1–T2 interval, the YFP
was photobleached for 1 min, and bleachingwas confirmed
by comparing the T2 and T3 YFP images with the T1 YFP
images. Percentile changes of CFP fluorescence for single
cells between images T1 and T2 and images T2 and T3were
determined. A region of interest in each cell was selected,
and the mean background noise was subtracted for both
CFP and YFP channels. The FRET signal was calculated as
follows: (CFPT1−CFPT2)/CFPT1− (CFPT2−CFPT3)/CFPT2.
If FRET is present, the donor emission increases when the
acceptor is photobleached; we thus expected CFPT2 to be
bigger than CFPT1 (photobleaching interval) and CFPT2 to
be bigger than CFPT3 (no photobleaching). In this case, the
difference calculated [(CFPT3/CFPT2)− (CFPT2/CFPT1)] will
be negative. Experiments were repeated at least five times
per strain, with a minimum of 10 cells analyzed per
experiment. Analysis was performed in MatLab (code
available on request).
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